
What is Global Reserve Coin?
 

Global Reserve Coin is a BEP-20 coin. $GRC is the only
cryptocurrency in the world that is backed up by real gold! In

the times of uncertainty in the world, we need a currency
which is secured by a real commodity. 2% of all transactions
will be dedicated for purchasing gold, creating the real value

of the token. You no longer are purchasing just air and
numbers on your screen. 
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Name: Global Reserve Coin
Symbol: GRC
Decimals: 9

Contract address: 
0x8e4653Ef0f8Ce731653192bb642D5347Ccec2c6a

Total Supply:
100,000,000,000 (100 billion) $GRC

 
Tax Rates: 10% buy and 12% sell: 

3% or 4% Reward to Holders in BUSD
3% Marketing Fee 

2% or 3% Automatic Liquidity
2% Purchasing Gold

There are no transaction fees between wallets!
 
 
 

Contract is Verified on BSC Scan

DETAILS



Passive Income for $GRC Holders (3% or 4%)
 

You no longer need to stack coins to get a passive income. For each
transaction of $GRC, the users will pay 3% tax which will be

distributed to all users and paid in $BUSD!!! Just for holding $GRC in
your wallet, you will accumulate $BUSD. In the early stages, there will

be a 4% sell tax to encourage people to hold. The short-term
investors will increase the rewards for holders by selling $GRC.

Therefore, purchasing $GRC early is a great investment!
 

Automatic Liquidity (2% or 3%)
 

2% $GRC transaction fee will be automatically dedicated to the
liquidity pool. This mechanism ensures that the token has ever-

increasing liquidity, making the currency stronger and increasing the
price of $GRC. Buy $GRC early, accumulate passive income, wait for

the price to go up and then sell at higher price! 3% tax for selling
$GRC. $GRC is a great short-medium and long-term investment.

 
 
 
 

 TOKENOMICS



Buying Gold (2%)
 

2% $GRC transaction fee will be dedicated to purchasing real gold.
This gold will be at one of the most secure gold banks in the world.

The gold will be purchased in Perth, Australia once a month. $GRC will
have a real ever-increasing value in gold. If something ever will

happen to blockchain technology, the $GRC holders can exchange
$GRC for gold. $GRC is your security. 

 
Marketing fee (3%)

 
The marketing fee ensures that there is ongoing support for the

project in terms of development. This mechanism will contribute to a
global adoption of the coin, making the world fully decentralised.

Mass adoption will generate more transactions increasing the value of
$GRC and passive income for holders.

 
 
 
 

 TOKENOMICS



The reflection mechanism is decentralised and trustless as it's
managed by a smart contract that automatically distributes tokens

across the wallets of all holders, a liquidity pool, and a burn wallet. All
that holders have to do is 'hold and earn', and ensure they manage

their wallets carefully. 
 

The whole process is transparent as every wallet that receives a part
of the fee can be publicly audited on the blockchain.

 
The hold-and-earn functionality offers users the benefit to earn yield

without having to stake their tokens, while addressing the issue of
excessive price movements and selling pressure. Some more key

issues it addresses are: 
 
 

            - No staking 
            - DeFi yield generation 
            - Security is ensured through the smart contract 
            - Fair distribution of earned tokens

 

REFLECTION MECHANISM



The mechanism of reflection tokens increases the number of ways
investors can earn in DeFi as holders can earn rewards on their tokens
while using it for staking and other ways of earning passive income. 

 
              - The yield-generating token distribution process is easy, 
 secure and transparent via the usage of smart contracts. There's no
central party or interface to claim fees as the whole process is
automated. 

              - It can prevent the frequent occurrence of massive price
dumps and whale manipulations in newer crypto projects to some
degree. 

              - Reflection mechanisms produce automatic liquidity, hence
reducing supply and increasing price valuation. 

              - The cryptocurrency market outlook can be quite volatile.
When cryptcurrencies are experiencing a significant downward trend
during a bear market (now!), reflection token holders have a clear
advantage thanks to the passive hold and earn rewards.

 
 

REFLECTION MECHANISM



Historically, the currencies were backed by gold. Today, USD is no
longer backed by gold. The government can just print paper which is
worthless. That's why USA has a $33 trillion debt. The government is
rich while the people are poor. People spend everyday working hard
for USD paper. And the people on top just print that paper and you
work hard to survive. It's just insane. We need to bring back secure
currencies. That's why $GRC is special. All the altcoins are losing

value, because they have no value. $GRC is here to bring sanity to the
world and change the game!

 
 

HISTORY



Buying $GRC doesn't mean you are buying gold. We dedicate some
funds to purchasing gold. This is done for three reasons:

 
1. If something ever happens to blockchain, ONLY THEN you can
exchnage coins for gold.

 2. This is a security of a coin. We are now in bear market, so the price
of the coin won't go down. When we hit next bearmarket, many coins
will lose their value. Our coin is backed by gold. So the price of the
coin is less likely to go down, as people will know that the coin is
secure. If something ever happens, we have gold. Secure coin will
continue to exist.

3. If the price ever drops too low and we would like to boost the coin
price, we could consider selling off gold and buying $GRC coins. This
would be direct price intervention at the cost of developers. This is a
safety option for dark times.

 
 

GOLD



 1. Gold-Backed Stability: With $GRC backed by real gold, you can be
confident in your investment's long-term value and stability. 

 2. Rewards in $BUSD: Earn passive income just by holding $GRC!
Enjoy regular rewards in $BUSD, a stablecoin pegged to the US
Dollar, ensuring consistent returns. 

 3. Limited Supply: The total supply of $GRC is limited, which means
the value will only increase as demand rises. Get in early to secure
your share of this scarce asset! 

 4. Early Adopter Advantage: Be among the first to tap into the
potential of $GRC. Early investors will have the upper hand as new
features are introduced and the project gains traction. 

 5. Community and Network: Join a growing community of like-minded
investors and be part of an ecosystem that supports and benefits
from the rise of $GRC. 

 
 

SALE BEGINS



We locked 100% of $GRC liquidity in Pinksale Liquidity lock for 6
months. This is done for the security of the investors. We will
consider further locking liquidity after 6 months. But you are

100% safe until then. 

 
 

LOCKING 100%



I'm in charge of finance.
 

If we get whales and they dump the price, nothing I can do about it.
It's an open market. But it happened so many times with other coins,
even Bitcoin. So don't be surprised. But it isn't possible for me to rug
pull you or scam, because all the coins are locked. And when they are
unlocked, I will make sure it doesn't influence the price a lot. I won't
put them into circulation straight away or sell them off at once. As I
said we will aim to sell them to exchanges, so the price continues to

go up.
 

I will try my best to manage the development of this project,
especially the financial part. I'm here to help those who want to

acheive financial freedom.

SCAM/FUD



My name is Iaroslav Ignatenko.
I'm originally from Russia, but currently live in Tasmania, Australia. 

I practice Counselling and Applied Psychology. 
You will see me on Youtube @GlobalReserveCoin.
Below are links to my personal social networks.

I hope that you can put trust in me as I can put trust in you. 
 

Telegram: @yarik0409
Instagram: @yaroslav_ignatenko96

 

DOXXED TEAM



GOLD will be purchased each month.
The date will not be set, as the short-term investors will try to take

advantage of selling the tax tokens by me to purchase gold. 
 

Gold will be purchased at Melbourne Mint:
https://melbournemint.com.au

This may be subject to change, as we try to find the best gold for the
best price.

 
GOLD will be stored at my personal address. This is for security

reasons. We don't trust banks and government institutions. They are
using money, which are not backed by anything except trust.

Therefore, these banks are failing. 
 

DOXXED TEAM



Phase 1 
 

Marketing push to spread awareness
Website launch
5000 Telegram members
5000 Twitter followers
1000 Youtube Subscribers
Start purchasing GOLD
Global Reserve Coin is Launched!

 
 

Phase 2
 

Influencer marketing push
Listing on coin gecko

Listing on coin market cap
25,000 telegram members

25,000 holders
10,000 Youtube Subscribers

Third party audit
 

 

ROADMAP



Phase 3
 

100,000 holders
100,000 telegram members

100,000 Youtube Subscribers
Large influencer marketing push 

Community Voting
Strong Community

More Exchanges
Global Adoption

Global Reserve Coin Credit Card For Crypto Integration
Possibly opening a global bank

 
 

ROADMAP


